STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT

FEDERAL OFFICES

PRESIDENT/AND
VICE-PRESIDENT
VOTE FOR ONE TEAM

- JOHN MCCAIN AND
  SARAH PALIN
  Republican

- BARACK OBAMA AND
  JOE BIDEN
  Democratic-Farmer-Labor

- CYNTHIA MCKINNEY AND
  ROSA CRÉMENT
  Green

- RÖGER CALERO AND
  ALYSON KENNEDY
  Socialist Workers

- RALPH NADER AND
  NATE GONZALEZ
  Independent

- BOB BARR AND
  WAYNE A. ROOT
  Libertarian

- CHICK BALDWIN AND
  DARRELL CASTLE
  Constitution

Write-in, if any

U.S. SENATOR
VOTE FOR ONE

- DEAN BARKLEY
  Independence

- NORM COLEMAN
  Republican

- AL FRANKEN
  Democratic-Farmer-Labor

- CHARLES ALDRICH
  Libertarian

- JAMES NIEMACKL
  Constitution

Write-in, if any

U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
DISTRICT 7
VOTE FOR ONE

- GLEN MENZE
  Republican

- COLLIN C. PETERSON
  Democratic-Farmer-Labor

Write-in, if any
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